STRENGTHEN AND STREAMLINE
SECURITY OPERATIONS
ENTERPRISE COMMAND CENTER SOFTWARE
Our proven, public safety-grade software is built to connect, secure and streamline your enterprise security operations.
We have you covered, from first awareness via call for service or automated sensor, to immediate communication over
multiple devices and networks, throughout response and to final resolution.

CommandCentral Aware Enterprise
View and interpret multiple data
sources on a single map for a real-time,
consolidated operating picture of
personnel, incidents and video as a
situation unfolds.

CommandCentral Notify
Relay crucial information to employees
and teams using text, voice and email,
based on your requirements.

INCREASED
AWARENESS
See what is happening as it happens.
Get alerted to significant events and
quickly locate resources and
responders to protect people,
property and assets.
HOW WE DO IT

ORCHESTRATE

Orchestrate
Configure automated technology
workflows to meet the unique needs
and structure of your security operations
with this user-friendly, cloud-based
interface tool.

Avtec Scout
Dispatch and coordinate activities
of security officers via radio,
telephony and push-to-talk devices
with a scalable, secure, reliable
and proven console.

KEEP TEAMS SAFE
ENSURE SECURE OPERATIONS
CREATE EFFICIENT WORKFLOWS

INTUITIVE
REPORTING
Capture and document incident information
in real time across multiple devices,
analyze incident trends using built-in
reports and act on improved insights
for more proactive security
planning and operations.

INTEGRATED
RESPONSE
Connect teams instantly across devices and
networks to keep everyone informed - all
while organizing a coordinated response resulting in increased collaboration
and faster, more confident
decision making.

ALLY

Ally Incident Management
Automatically access and document
complete, accurate data throughout
your entire organization.

WAVE PTX™ Broadband PTT
Eliminate barriers between radio users and
those on broadband devices for improved
productivity and greater collaboration.

Enterprise Command Center Software delivers public safety-grade applications to business-critical and everyday events across every stage of
the workflow. Our Command Center Software delivers even greater value when deployed as part of the Motorola Solutions unified ecosystem.

For more information visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/enterprisecommandcentersoftware
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